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To: Apple IBooks ID <4bracesdro@gmail.com>

Sat, Nov 5, 2016 at 7:19 PM

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Doctor O <plo2001@aol.com>
Date: August 15, 2010 at 10:05:27 AM EDT
To: niznick@aol.com
Cc: ygoldman@implantdirect.com, drgringo@mac.com, jolet99@yahoo.com
Subject: August Maxi Course Session - Question??

Hi Doctor Niznick:
Thank you for your suggestions regarding implants best suited for orthodontic cases. I will talk with Yvonne
about a starter inventory and the implant drill systems next week. My two sons are recent grads that will be
joining me in practice. We plan to provide all specialty phases of dentistry including implant dentistry. Our
new website.... www.dentalspecialists.com is under development and we plan to add more content related to
implant dentistry. Would you give us permission to use one or more of your implant videos?
In addition, we have recently uploaded version 1 of a new iPhone App.... iBracesHelp.com.....I noticed you
responded to my last email via your iPhone. It's a free download....check it out at the following link........
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/ibraceshelp/id381328159?mt=8
Version 2 should be uploaded this week. I plan to add a section that will cover the use of TADS and Implants
in orthodontics. Hopefully, we can include some of your videos.
I am still a virgin "implant dentist" and probably know just enough to be dangerous....so please help me with
my questions below:
Why would a 2.4 - <3.0 mm mini compromise an implant site? I have a colleague that has been using 2.0 and
2.4 one piece implants for more than 7 yrs with great success (97%). Not all implant site preparation by the
orthodontist will allow one to safely use an implant greater than 3.0. Also the anterior posterior bone width
may require a bone graft even though the mesial distal width may be adequate. This adds additional cost and
other complications to the procedure at a young age. Wolf's law favors having something in place during the
waiting period to maintain the finished level of bone (right after ortho) in the implant site. Would the mini
maintain the vertical bone height during the waiting period?
I also have finished many cases at age 15 or 16 which may not allow for insertion of an implant until 2 to 3
years later. When the child reaches the "maturity age" and the dentist is ready to place the implant(s) the
teeth have relapsed. The patient returns to the orthodontist with the attitude (either patient's attitude or
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spurred on by the general dentist) that the case was not properly prepared. I have retreated many cases at
no charge or have refunded their monies. This is one of the main reasons I am obtaining the knowledge at
the MAXI Course.
My thought for these cases would be to provide a TAD supported provisional crown or place a mini implant as
a "provisional implant". I realize that the implant will probably osteointegrate and may remain stable enough
to leave it in place until it fails. Only when it fails the operator would replace the mini with a larger implant. At
that time bone grafting and implant site enhancement could be done prior to placing a larger fixture. If
additional orthodontics is required, I would have less remorse regarding charging the patient for additional
procedures. We would also inform the patient upfront that these situations may require multiple procedures
and added costs.
My take home from your previous comments is to use an implant 3.0 to 3.7 mm or > whenever possible. Do
you have any other thoughts regarding the one to three year waiting period just after completion of
orthodontics?
Thank you very much for taking the time to communicate with me!
Paul
Paul L. Ouellette, DDS, MS, ABO
www.dentalspecialists.com
Cc: Yvonne Goldman
Dr. Jason Ouellette
Dr. Jonathan Ouellette

-----Original Message----From: Jerry Niznick <niznick@aol.com>
To: Doctor O <plo2001@aol.com>
Cc: Yvonne Goldman <ygoldman@implantdirect.com>
Sent: Sat, Aug 14, 2010 10:52 pm
Subject: Re: August Maxi Course Session
I would suggest Legacy3 13mm implants for the laterals I 3.2mm and 3.7mm diameters.
For the bicuspids you may also use the 3.7mm and 4.2mm diameters in 11.5 and 13mm lengths. I would
not compromise the surgical sites with minis. Here are 3.2mmD 13mmL
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Sent from my iPhone
On Aug 14, 2010, at 1:01 PM, Doctor O <plo2001@aol.com> wrote:
Hi Yvonne....thank you for the update. I look forward to seeing you again next week.
As an orthodontist that may limit his implant insertions to only teeth numbers 7, 10 and missing 2nd
bicuspids what inventory would you and Doctor Niznick suggest I have on hand. I am considering using
Imtek minis (2.4mm) for provisional/permanent fixtures, but will try to prepare spaces orthodontically to
accept a 3.0 or 3.5s'.
I am also looking for the most economical implant electric drill set for doing the implant insertions. What do
you suggest for an orthodontist/implant dentist? Do you have a bundle offering?
I plan to fully document all my future cases and publish results to my peers. We may start a trend in
orthodontic practices to orthodontically set up implant sites and also do the insertions ourselves. In this
economy, I am sure I will create interest in this concept with my colleagues. I wanted to be trained and
qualified prior to publishing my thoughts. I will also suggest that my orthodontic colleagues take an implant
training course or residency such as Dr. Mill's Maxi Course.
Any help that you and Implant Direct can give me will be truly appreciated.
Thank you for your help!
Paul
Paul L. Ouellette, DDS, MS, ABO
Cc: Doctor Niznick
Doctor Mills
Doctor Jason Ouellette
Doctor Jonathan Ouellette

-----Original Message----From: Yvonne Goldman <ygoldman@implantdirect.com>
Sent: Sat, Aug 14, 2010 1:06 pm
Subject: August Maxi Course Session
Dear All:
I want to let everyone know that I will be attending the upcoming Maxi Course session. I
will be available to go over our implant systems, surgical tray and restorative options. Dr.
Niznick has extended a special offer to the Maxi Course participants which I will go over at
the course. I also have the details on what implant sizes Dr. Mills recommends that you
keep in inventory. I look forward to seeing everyone Thursday!
Warm regards,
Yvonne Goldman
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Regional Sales Representative
Implant Direct, LLC
ygoldman@implantdirect.com
404-273-9444

Paul <plo2001@aol.com>
To: Apple IBooks ID <4bracesdro@gmail.com>

Thu, Oct 18, 2018 at 6:43 AM

[Quoted text hidden]

Paul <plo2001@aol.com>
To: Apple IBooks ID <4bracesdro@gmail.com>

Thu, Oct 18, 2018 at 6:53 AM

[Quoted text hidden]
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